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Abstract 
We express the number of elements of the hyperoctahedral group Bn, which have descent set 
K and such that their inverses have descent set J, as a scalar product of two representations 
of Bn. We also give the number of elements of Bn, which have a prescribed escent set and 
which are in a given conjugacy class of Bn by another scalar product of representations of Bn. 
For this, we first establish corresponding results for certain wreath products. We finally give, by 
generating series of symmetric functions, some analogs of the classical formulas which express 
the exponential generating series of alternating elements in the Bn's. 
I. Introduction 
Enumerating permutations according to certain statistics, such as descent set, major 
index or cycle type, is an old problem (see [1,18]). In [23], Solomon defines, for each 
subset K of { 1 . . . . .  n -  1 }, a representation ~'K of Sn such that the dimension of ~kr is the 
number of permutations in Sn with descent set K. The characteristic symmetric function 
of this representation appears already in MacMahon's work [18]. See also [14]. 
In [21,3] appear epresentations X~ of Sn, indexed by the partitions 2 of n, such that 
the number of permutations of cycle type 2 is the dimension of X~. 
Moreover, Foulkes [8] and Gessel [9] have proved that the number of  permutations 
tr in Sn, with descent set KC  {1 . . . . .  n -  1} and such that the descent set of a -1 is 
J c_{1 . . . . .  n -  1}, is the scalar product (I]/K, ~/J). Gessel and Reutenauer have shown in 
[10] a related result giving the number of permutations with descent set { 1 . . . . .  n -1  } \K  
and with cycle type 2 as the scalar product (~bK,Xx). For very precise enumerating 
results, one can also see [5]. 
The literature also furnishes extensions of the enumeration of certain permutations 
to Coxeter groups (see [2,23,25]) or to wreath products (see [6,20,26]). As for it, the 
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study of representations of wreath products goes back to the 1930s (see [24]) and has 
been recently developed in [13,28]. 
In this article, we extend previous results to the context of wreath products and to 
the particular case of hyperoctahedral groups. 
Section 2 is devoted to the study of a generalisation of the characteristic function 
of Frobenius. This function is slightly different han the one of Macdonald. See [17] 
and the second edition of [16]. We also give an extension of Schur-Weyl duality 
(Theorem 6). A proof of this extension can be found in [19]. These two notions are 
our main tools. 
In Section 3, we define the signed descent set of an element of a certain wreath 
product Gn. With the help of quasi-symmetric functions (which extend those of [9]), 
we can express the number of elements a of G~ having a given signed descent set and 
such that a -1 has a given signed descent set as a scalar product of two characters of 
Gn (Theorem 7). 
In Section 4, Theorem 16 gives an equality between three symmetric functions. 
It has a relation with Poincar6-Birkhoff-Witt theorem and extends a result of [10]. See 
also [21]. This allows us to write the number of signed permutations having a given 
signed descent set and being in a fixed conjugacy class of Gn as a scalar product of 
two characters of Gn (Theorem 17). 
We then apply these ideas to the study of Solomon descent sets in the hyperocta- 
hedral groups Bn. We express the number of elements of Bn having a given descent 
set and being in a fixed conjugacy class of Bn as a scalar product of two characters 
of B, (Corollary 24). Moreover, a scalar product of Solomon representations gives us 
the number of elements of B, having given descent set and idown set (Corollary 25). 
These two results extend to the case of hyperoctahedral groups results of [8-10]. 
Finally, extending a result of Desarm6nien [4], we give some symmetric analogs of 
the exponential generating function of alternating elements of Bn. See also [25]. 
2. The characteristic function 
Fix p a positive integer and ( a primitive pth root of unity. For any n ~> 0, Gn denotes 
the wreath product of 7//p7/ with Sn; an element of Gn is of the form (X 1 . . . . .  Xn,S ) 
where xi E 7//p7/ and s E Sn. If we denote + the operation in Z/p2V, the multiplication 
rule in Gn is 
(Xtl . . . . .  Xtn,St)(X1, . . . ,Xn,S)=(X1 q'- X~(1) . . . . .  Xn -'}- X~(n),StS). 
We will consider that the underlying set of 7//p7/ is {1 . . . . .  p)  or {0 . . . . .  p -  1} (we 
identify 0 and p). We define the sign (resp. absolute value) of (i, j)E{1,...,n} x 
7//p7/ as sign(i,j)=j (resp. I(i,J)l =i) .  This is easily seen that elements of Gn are 
permutations a of (1 . . . . .  n} × 7//p7/ such that 
a((i,j)) = (la(i, 0)I , sign(a(/, 0)) + j). 
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So each element o E G, is determined by the list a(1).. .a(n), where i is identified 
with (i, 0). Moreover, xi = sign(a(/)) and s(i)= la(i)l if a is denoted by (Xl . . . . .  xn, s); 
throughout his paper, we shall use these two notations depending on the context• 
We denote G = U,~>0 Gn (disjoint union), and the elements of G are called signed 
permutations. Let e=(x l  . . . . .  x,,s) be in Gn. I f  z=( i l  . . . . .  it) is a cycle of the per- 
mutation s then 
((il, 0), ( i2,xil ) . . . . .  ( ik,xil + . . .  + x&_ ~ ), ( il,xi 1 + " • " ~-  Xi  k ) . . . . .  ( ik , - -X i  k ) ) ,  
((il, 1),(i2,xij + 1) . . . . .  (il,Xfi -~•'''~-Xik -~ 1) . . . . .  (ik,--xi k ~- 1)), 
( ( i l ,p -1 ) , ( i2 ,x i ,  + p-  1) . . . . .  (il,Xil +" '+ xik + P -  1) . . . . .  ( ik , -x ik  + p-  1)) 
are cycles of a viewed as a permutation of {1 . . . . .  n} x Z/pZ. Clearly, when we know 
one of these cycles, we know all the others, so we will denote this set of cycles 
i l . . .  ik-  1 ik 
) o (i2,xi,) . . .  (ik,X~k_ 1) (il,Xik) 
Let ~ be the set of partitions. We denote by ~G the set of partition valued functions 
on Z/pY_, i.e., the set of functions from Y_/pY_ to ~.  We shall denote partition valued 
functions by bold Greek letters. 
For each signed permutation c~ = (Xl . . . . .  x,,s) we define a partition valued function, 
called the cycle type, ct(a) on Z/pZ, such that the parts of ct(~)(c), c E Z/pZ, are the 
lengths of the cycles z in s such that xi, + • • • + xik = c. 
The following proposition gives a classical result about conjugacy classes in G, 
(see [13]). 
Proposition 1. Two signed permutations in G, are in the same conjugacy class if and 
only if they have the same cycle type• [] 
The weight (resp. length) 11211 (resp. l(~)) of ~ is the sum of the weights (resp. 
lengths) of the partitions 2(0),~.(1) . . . . .  / t (p -  1), where the weight (resp. length) of 
a partition is the sum (resp. number) of its parts. Observe that if ~ is element of Gn, 
the weight of ct(cQ is equal to n. 
For any alphabet X, we denote by A(X) the ring of symmetric functions, i.e. 
Z[el(X),e2(X) . . . .  ]. We also denote by Ac(X)  the ring of symmetric functions on 
X with coefficients in C, the field of complex numbers. I f  k is an integer, pk(X) 
denotes the power sum ~x~X xk. Let A be the disjoint union of  p infinite alphabets 
X° ,X  1 .. . . .  X p-1. We define a mapping 
~:G ~ Ac(X°)® Ac(X1)® ".. Q Ac(XP-1), 
p-  1 tO.(O) 
~9(a) = I-[ I1 (Pa(i)j(X°) + ~ip~(i);(Xl) +""  + ~i(p-1)P)~(i)j(XP-1)), 
i=0  j= l  
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where 2 equals ct(a) and 2(i)j is the jth part of 2(i). Clearly, ~k is a central function 
on G. 
We are now able to define our essential tool, the characteristic map ch: for any 
character f of Gn, we write 
1 
ch( f )  = (f,  lP)G. = [Gn] E f(a)~(a-1)" 
aEGn 
Let R" denote the 7/-module spanned by the irreducible characters of Gn, and let 
R = ~]~n~>o R'. I f f  E R m and g E R n, then f x g is a character of Gm x G.. We embed 
Gm x (7. in Gm+n and we define 
1.Grn+n 
f .g=( f  x g) IGmXG . 
This multiplication gives a ring structure on R. Let f=  ~-'~-,~>o f ,  and g= ~n>~ogn 
with f ,  and gn elements of R'. We define the scalar product ( f ,  g) by 
(f,g) = E (f,,g,)a,, 
n>~O 
where ( - , - )a ,  is the scalar product of central functions on Gn. 
Define also an inner product on A(X°)® .. .®A(X p-l)  by ( foG"  "@fp-bg0®"" "® 
#p-l) = (f0,#0)"'"  (fp-l,gp-1), where (fi, gi) is the usual inner product on A(xi). 
We define r/~ t the character of G, which send each signed permutation of cycle 
type p to ~l~'~ olil(#(i)). Now, for any partition-valued function 2, we define the virtual 
character Za by 
p--I 
Z z= H det(tli,(l)-i+j)l<~i,j<~n" 
l=0 
We then have the following results. 
Theorem 2. The characteristic map is an isometric ring isomorphism of R onto 
A(X  O) Q . . . Q A(Xp-1) .  
Corollary 3. The characters Z~ are the irreducible characters of G, and the charac- 
teristic map sends Z ~ of G, onto products of Schur functions 
s2(XO X 1 . . . .  ,X  p -  1 ) = s2(o)(X 0 ) . . .  SA(p_ 1)(X p -  1 ). 
We shall give just a sketch of the proof and some essential lemmas. This method is 
just a generalisation of the one of Macdonald in [16]. All the references to this book 
correspond to analogous results or proofs in the case p = 1. For a complete proof, the 
reader can see [19]. 
Let X ° ..... Xp-],yO ..... yp-1 denote infinite sets of variables such that 
xi={x~,x~ . . . .  } and yi = {y~,y~,...}. The notation X and Y is used instead of 
(X ° ..... X p- l)  and (y0 . . . . .  yp-1). 
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The following lemma gives a condition for duality of two bases of A(X °) ® ...  ® 
A(X p- 1 ). 
Lemma 4. I f  (uz) and (vx) are two bases of A(X °) ®. . .  ® A(Xp-1), then the two 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) (u~, vu) = 6;~, 
p--1 
(ii) ~u~(X)v~(Y)= 1-[ 1-[ (1 -x)yk)ii'-l. 
). i=0 j,k>~l 
Proof. To prove this lemma, it suffices to verify that [16,p. 33] 
p-1  
~--]hx(X)mx(Y)= 1-[ I-I (1 i i ,-1 - x)yk) = ~ ux(X)v~(Y), 
2 i=0 j,k>~l 2 
and to make the same computation as in [16, p. 34]. [] 
Let Pf (X)  = ~P__-o 1~ijpr(XJ), for all r E [~ and i E Z/pZ. If p is a partition with 
k parts, we define P~'(X)=P~I(X). . .P~(X ). For any partition-valued function it we 
define 
Now define p(~i, t) and H(~ i, l, t) by 
t) =  Pr '(x)r 
r>~l 
p--I 
H(~i,l,t) = H ( E hr(Xk+l)tr~ ,k/p 
k=O \ r~>l  J 
p - I  
= 1--[ YI (1 k+l ~_~,k/p --xj: t, (from [16, p.14]). 
k=Oj>~l 
We define zx by 1-IP-11 HT=l in'(J)ni(J) ! and it- by i t - ( j )  = it(- j) ,  for all j E 7I/p7}. 
The last equation of the following lemma gives a formula which allows us to compute 
the scalar product (Px,Pu). The others are steps of the proof of this result. 
Lemma 5. The following formulas hoM 
(i) P(~i,t) = d logH(~i,t ) 
p-1  
(ii) I-[ H((i , l ,t) = YI (1 -x~t ) - l=  ~ hn(Xl)t n 
i=1 j>~l n~>0 
(from [16,p. 16]), 
(from [16,p. 14]), 
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(iii) H(~i,o,t)= ~ z-~lP~'(x)tl~l p -t(~) 
2E~ 
p--1 
(iv) ~z-flp-t(Z)Pa(X)Px(Y)= I-I I-I( 1 xly- t )  -1 - - j k  
2 t=0 j,k 
(V) P~r- '(Y°,Y p-1 . . . . .  y1)  ~' 0 1 = Pr (Y ,Y  . . . . .  yP-I) 
p--1 
(vi) ~za-lp-I(~)P~(X)PI-(Y) = II  H(1 _ x).y l) 
2 l=0 j,k 
(vii) (P,~,Pt,) = z,~Pt('t)6,~ - 
(from [16,p. 17]), 
(from [16,p. 33]), 
(from [16,p. 33]), 
(from [16,p. 35]). 
Proof of Theorem 2 (sketch). One can see that ff(~)=P2(X) if ct(~)=2. Hence, if 
f2 is the value of f at elements of cycle type 2, then one has 
ch(f)  = (f,g,) = ~z-~lp-l(x)f~Pa-(X) (from [16,p. 61]), 
where the sum is over the partition valued functions of weight n. 
Thus, by Lemma 5(vii) one has 
(ch(f),ch(g)) = ~z;lp-t(x)f~g~-= (f,g) (from [16,p. 61]). 
2 
So ch is an isometric linear map of R to A(X°)® ... @A(XP-1). 
In order to verify that ch is a ring homomorphism it suffices to note that, if ~ and/~ 
are elements of Gm and Gn respectively, then if we embed Gm x G, in Gin+n, we have 
~(~ x #) = ¢(~)~(#); 
and to use the Frobenius reciprocity (see [16, p. 61] for a similar proof in the case 
Gn =S,).  
Now, using the relation (ii) of Lemma 5, one can easily see that ch(tll)=hn(Xl), 
so that ch is a bijective map of R onto A(X°)® ...  @A(Xp-1). [] 
Proof of Corollary 3. The fact that Zx is mapped onto 
s2(xO,x  1 . . . . .  X p-1 ) -~- s2(0) (X° ) . . ,  si~(p-1)(X p-1 ) 
comes trivially from the Jacobi-Trudi identity (see [16, p. 25]). From the classical 
case, one can also simply prove that X ~, and not -Z  ~, is an irreducible character (it 
suffices to note, from the induction of characters, that X~(1Gn))0). [] 
We are now giving another essential tool in our study. This extends a part of Schur- 
Weyl duality to the context of wreath products. 
Let A be the disjoint union of alphabets X i. We shall denote by C(A) the free 
associative algebra on A, and by C(A)n the subspace of C(A) generated by the words 
of length n. 
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Fix n and assume that each X i is equal to X x {i} where X is an alphabet con- 
taining [n]. Then A contains [n] × ~_/pT/. Denote by E# the linear span of  the words 
w~=a(1) . . .a(n) ,  for a E Gn. 
The subspace En, viewed as a C-vector space, may be identified with C[Gn] viewed 
as a C-vector space. 
We associate to each element ~ of  G, an isomorphism z of C(A) by 
~_(k,j) = ~j'sign(z(k'O))(l'~(k,O)l,j ) i f  k C {1 . . . . .  n}, 
3(a, j )  = (a , j )  if a ~ {1 . . . .  ,n}. 
This defines a representation of Gn on En, called the left action of Gn. 
Let c~ = (~a)a~A be some multi-index, with the ~a almost all zero. Denote by E~ the 
space of finely homogeneous polynomials of partial degree 0~ a in each letter a, and I~1 
the sum of the ~a. 
Assume that F is a subspace of C(A)n, invariant under each algebra isomorphism 
of C(A) which sends each letter onto a linear combination of letters of the same sign. 
Then the space F n En, called the muhilinear part of F, is invariant under the left 
action of G~. Denote by ZF the character of this action on F N E,. 
Theorem 6. I f  n~ --- dim(F n E~) one has ch(~F) = ~--]~1~1= n n~ I-Ia¢.4 a~a. 
The reader can find a proof of this result in [19]. 
Example. I f  p = 2 we use, respectively, X and )(  instead of  X ° and S 1 . We assume 
that n=2 and F= ({[a,[)],[~,b]la<~b}), and we then have E2 N F= ({[1,2],[ i ,2]}). 
In order to compute the characteristic function of  the representation on E2 n F we 
compute the characters for each conjugacy class in G2. 
i2.[1,2] = [1,2], 
i2.[ i ,2] = - [ i ,2 ]  hence Z~-(i2) = 0, 
i2.[1,2] = -[1,21, 
12.[1,2] = - [ i ,2 ]  hence ZF( i2)= --2, 
21.[1,2] = [2, i], 
21.[i,2] = [2, 1] hence ZF(21) = 0, 
21.[1,2] ----- [2, i], 
~1.[i,2] = [1,2] hence ZF(21) = 0. 
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So, one has 
ch(ZF ) = l (1.2(pl (X)  + pl ( ) ( ) )  2 + 2.0(pl(X) + pl(-~)) 
x (p l (X)  - P l ( ) ( ) )  + 1 . ( -2 ) (p l (X)  - p l (X) )  2 
+ 2.0(pz(X) + P2(-~)) + 2.0(p2(X) - P2()())) 
= ~(2(pl(X) + pl( J ( ) )  2 - 2(p1(X) - p l (X) )  2) 
= pl(X)pl (X) .  
Recall that E~ is the space of finely homogeneous polynomials of partial degree aa in 
each letter a and that n~ = E~ (3 F. One can easily see that no is nonzero if and only if 
there is one letter a in X and one letter b in ) (  such that a(a) = 1 and a(/0 = 1, and 
a(c) = 0 for all other letters c in A. Hence the generating function of F is equal to 
ab = Pl (X)pl (X) = ch()~F). 
a,b 
3. Signed permutations with given descent set and idown set 
We denote S(G) the descent set of g according to the right lexicographic order <r 
on {1 . . . . .  n} x ~_/pZ: i E S(a) ~* a(i) <r a(i + 1). 
The sign function re(a) of a is defined by 
m(g) : {1 . . . . .  n} ~ ~_/p~_ 
i ~ sign(a(/)). 
We also say that the signed descent set of a is sd(a) = IS(a), m(a)]. For any T _C{ 1 . . . . .  
n - 1} and m : {1 . . . . .  n} ~ ~_/pZ. If ~<p is the order 1 <p 2 <p. . -  <p p on 7_/pZ, and 
if i ~ T implies m(i)<~pm(i q- 1), we say that [T,m] is a signed set (this condition 
will permit us to have a bijection between signed sets and signed compositions). 
We also say that [T, m] is a signed descent set if there exists a signed permutation 
o- such that sd(a)=[T,m] .  A sioned subset [T,m] of {1 . . . . .  n - 1} is a signed set 
such that T is a subset of  { 1 . . . . .  n - 1 }. 
Suppose now that X is a totally ordered set. For any letter (a, i) in A we define 
the absolute value, ](a, i)[ =a ,  and the sign, s ign(a, i )= i, of  (a, i). We define the 
lexicographic order ~l  on A =X x 7//pZ: 
If X={a < b <. . .}  then 
A -- {(a, 1) <l  (a,2) <1""  <1 (a ,p)  <1 (b, 1) <l  (b,2) <l  . . .}. 
In the following, we will often use the convention (x ,0 )= (x, p )=x.  
Let w=al  ...an be in A*. The standard signed permutation, sts(w), (resp. 
costandard signed permutation csts(w)) of w is the unique element fl (resp. a) of  Gn 
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such that 
I/3(i)l<l//(j)l ~ (ai<laj or (ai=aj and i< j ) )  
and 
sign(fl(i)) = sign(ai) 
resp { 
I~(i)l <lcr(j)l <=> (ai<laj or (a i :a j  and i< j ) )  '~ 
and ) 
sign(a(/)) = -sign(ai)  
Example. For p --- 3 if w = (d,3)(c, 1)(a,2)(b,3)(b, 1)(a, 3)(d, 1)(a,3) then 
sts(w) = (8, 3)(6, 1 )(1,2)(5, 3)(4, 1 )(2, 3)(7, 1 )(3, 3), 
csts(w) = (8, 3)(6, 2)(1, 1)(5, 3)(4, 2)(2, 3)(7, 2)(3, 3). 
The evaluation is the function 
ev:A* --* Z[A] 
W~'*W. 
We use A at the same time as a set of noncommuting and as a set of commuting 
variables. This should cause no confusion. 
We associate to each signed descent set [T,m] the function of Z[[A]] 
Sir, m] = ~ ev(w), 
where the sum is over all the words w on A such that [S(sts(w)),m(sts(w))] = [T,m]. 
The discussion before Lemma 13 shows that SEr, m ] is a product of skew Schur functions, 
so this is the characteristic of a certain representation Z[S,m] of Gn. 
For each a E Gn, denote ~ the element of Gn such that, for all 1 ~< i ~<n, ~( i )= ( j , - k )  
if a(i)=(j,k). Observe that if s t s (w)=a then csts(w)=6, moreover, this opera- 
tion commutes with the one which sends tr to tr -1, so there is no ambiguity in the 
notation 6-1. 
The following result extends a theorem of Gessel [9]. This is the principal result of 
the section. 
Theorem 7. The number of a in Gn with signed descent set [T, m] and such that the 
signed descent set o f f  -1 is [Tt, m t] is (~[T,m],~[rt,m,])Gn. 
To prove this theorem we need some definitions and lemmas. 
First we define signed compositions (C, v) of n by 
- -  C is a composition (Cl . . . . .  ck) of n. 
- -  v is a matrix of natural integers with k rows and p columns with )-~f=l vi,j = ci. 
This notation is redundant, because the information about the composition C is 
contained in the matrix v, but it is convenient. There exists a one-to-one map, set, 
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between signed compositions of n and signed subsets of n, defined by: [T, m] = set(C, v) 
if and only if T= {cl,cl+c2 ... . .  c1+.-"+ck-1} and there are vs,j i in {c1+- . .+cs - l+  
1 . . . . .  cl +.. .+cs} such that m(i) =j .  Because of the condition i f[T ~ m(i) <~p m(i+ 1 ), 
one has elements of sign 1, then elements of sign 2... The inverse of set will be denoted 
by comp. 
Because of this bijection, we shall say that objects indexed by signed sets are also 
indexed by signed compositions. For example, if comp(C, v )= [T,m] we will write 
S(c,o) = S[Lm]. 
TO each signed permutation a one can associate the signed descent composition of  
a CS(a)=(C(a) ,v(a) )  such that set(CS(a))= [S(~),m(a)]. The signed compositions 
which are signed descent composition of some signed permutations are called descent 
signed compositions. Clearly, the function set is a bijection from the set of signed 
descent compositions of n onto the set of signed descent subsets of {1 . . . . .  n -  1}. 
Define a partial order on the signed sets by 
[S, m] ~< [S', m'] ¢=~ { S C S', 
m=m ~. 
We have a corresponding order on signed compositions induced by 'set' and defined 
by 
(C,u)<~(D,v) ¢=~ set(C,u)<~set(D,v). 
Now, define monomial quasi-symmetric functions, if set(C, v) = [T, m] is a signed sub- 
set of {1 . . . . .  n -  1}: 
M(c,~) = ~ (tbl)Ol'l(tb2)~l'2...(q,p)O"P(t2,1)V~'l...(tk, p)  vk'p 
tl < ' "<tk  
tiCX 
= M[r,m] = ~ (tl,m(1))...(tn, m(n)). (1) 
ti=ti+l if iq[T 
ti<ti+j if i cT  
tiEX 
For all signed subsets [T, m] of { 1 . . . . .  n - 1 } we define the formal series 
F[/',m]= ~ Xl...xn, (2) 
Xi ~1 Xi+l 
where each xi must have the sign m(i), and xi <1xi+1 if i E T. 
We then have the following lemma. 
Lemma 8. For any signed set [T,m] one has Fir, m] = ~-~[T,m]<.[T',m'] M[T',m']. 
Proof. This is obvious from (2) and (1). [] 
Example. We take p = 2, n = 5 and for any a E X, a stands for (a, 0) and ~i for (a, 1 ); 
moreover, we write m as a list of + and - :  if m(i) = 0 we put a + at the ith place 
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of the list and if m(i) = 1 we put a - .  We then have 
F[{2,3},_+_++ ] = ~ 6b~de = ~ da?d 2 + ~ ~abcd 
a~b<c<d~e a<b<c a<b<c<d 
+ ~ ~bYd 2+ ~ ~bYde 
a<b<c<d a<b<e<d<e 
= M[{2 ,3) , -+-++]  -f- M[{2 ,3 ,4} , -+-++]  -4- M[{1 ,2 ,3} , -+_++1 
+m[{ 1 ,2 ,3 ,4} , -+-++] .  
Corollary 9. The F[s, ml are linearly independent. 
Proof. The M[S,m ] are  linearly independent and one can invert the 
Lemma 8. [] 
Lemma 10. For any signed permutation tr one has 
sign(ala-l(i)l) =-sign(o'- l ( i ) )  for all i E [n]. 
Proof .  Let  i E [n], so 
a- l ( i )=(k , j )  ¢~ a(k,j)=(i,O) 
¢~ a(k) = (i, - j )  = a(la-l(i)[). [] 
relation of 
Lemma 11. For any signed permutation a one has 
Fcs(tr-I ) = ~ ev(xl...xn). 
ests(xl ... xn ) = a 
Proof. Denote (C, v) = CS(a -1 ) and [S, m] = sd(a -1 ) = set(C, v). In order to simplify 
the notation, for each element z of G,, we shall write z(k) instead of z((k, 0)). First 
note that: 
• k~S ¢e~ a - l (k )<ra - l (k+ 1) 
[a-a(k)l < [a-l(k + 1)] and sign a - l (k )~p sign a- l (k  + 1) 
¢* or (3) 
sign a- l (k )<p sign a- l (k  + 1) 
(k appears to the left of k + 1 in I~(1)l... la(n)[ and 
¢* signa-~(k)<~psigna-l(k + 1)). (4) 
or  
sign a- l (k)  <p sign ~r-l(k + 1 ). 
The following result gives an expression of the F(c,v) in term of evaluation of some 
words. This relation is essential in studying the links between quasi-symmetric functions 
and symmetric functions. 
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• Recall that a = csts(x1 . . .Xn) is equivalent to 
la(i)l < [a(j)l ¢* (xi <lxj or (xi =xj and i< j ) )  
and (5) 
sign(a(/)) = - sign(xi). 
Now, by Eq. (2)F(c,v)= ~-~tl ...tn with [t;l~<lt;+ll, [til<lt/+ll if a - l ( i+  1)<ra-l(i) 
and sign(t/) = sign(a-l(i)). 
If we set xi=tl~(i)l and a(i)---[a-l(i)[, we obtain F(c,v) = 5-'~ ev(xl ...Xn) with the 
following conditions on the xi (since ti =Xl~r-l(i)l =x~(i)): 
Ix~(i)] < [x~(i+l)l if a-l(i + 1)<r a- l ( i ) ,  (6) 
sign(x~(i)) = sign(a- 1 (i)). 
We have to prove that conditions (6) and a = csts(xl...xn) are equivalent. 
By Lemma 10, the last condition in (6) is equivalent to 
sign(x~(i) ) = sign(a-l( i)) = - sign(a([a-l(i)[)). 
This is the last condition in (5) if we replace i by la-l(i)[. Thus, the last conditions 
in (5) and in (6) are equivalent. 
Assuming that (6) is verified, we just have to show that la(i)l < [a(j)[ implies 
(xi<:xj or (xi=xj and i<j) (o)), because the two conditions give total orders 
on [n]. 
If la(i)l < la(j)], then by the first assertion of (6) one has 
Ixd = Ixl~l~(;)ll [~ < Ixl~(l~(ol+o,I ~<-. .  ~ [x,~l~(j)lt I = Ixj[ (7) 
If Ix;I < IxA, then xi <lXj and (o) holds. 
I f  [g/I = Ixjl = a, then for all k E ( la( i ) l  . . . .  , I~( J ) l -  1} one has, by (7), [x/I ~< Ix~(k)l 
~<lxjl so Ix~(k)[ = Ix~(k+l)[. Now, the second condition in equation (6) implies S N 
{[a(i)l, [a(i)[ + 1 . . . . .  I r r ( j ) [ -  1} = O, and the equivalence (3) shows that for all k 
{la(i)l . . . . .  I~r(j)[- 1} one has 
sign(a-l(k))...<p sign(a-l(k + 1)). (8) 
We now have to study the three following subcases: 
- -  If sign(xi)>psign(xj), then there exists a kc{la( i ) l  . . . . .  I r r ( j ) l -  1} such that 
sign(a-l(k)) >p sign(a-l(k + 1)), which is impossible by (8). 
- -  If sign(x/) <p sign(x/), then xi <xj and (o) holds. 
- -  If sign(x/)= sign(xj)=s, then for all k in {[o-(i)1 . . . . .  I~( j ) [ -  1} one has sign(a -1 
(k)=s. But in this case we cannot have sign(a-l(k))<p sign(a-l(k + 1)). So by 
virtue of (4), k appears to the left of k + 1 in la(1)].., la(n)[, and la(i)[ appears 
to the left of la(j)l; thus i<j  and (o) holds. 
On the other hand, suppose that a = csts(xl ...Xn), hence, by (5), 
[rr(i)[ < [a(j)[ ¢* (xi <lxj or (xi =xj and i< j ) ) .  
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Because I~l~-l(i)ll = i<i + 1 = I~l~r-l(i + 1)11, one has 
Xla-~(i)l <lXla-a(i+l)l or (xla-,(i)l =Xlcr-a(i+l)l 
and la-l( i) l<la-l(i+ 1)l ). (*) 
The first part of (*) is equivalent to (recall that ~(i) = la- l ( i ) l )  
{ Ix~ol = Ix~i+l)[ 
Ix~(i)l < Ix~(i+x)l or sign(x~(i)) <p sign(x~(i+l)). 
The second part of (*) is equivalent to 
(Ix~(ol = Ix~<,+~)l and signx~(0 = signx~(~+l) and I~r-~(i)l < la-l(i + 1)1). 
The equivalence of the last conditions in (5) and (6) gives us signx~(i)= sign a- l ( i ) ,  
so ( . )  is equivalent to 
IXl~-,(i)l I = IXl,-~(i+l)l I 
and 
sign a - l ( i )  = sign a-l(i + 1) 
Ixla-a(i)l I < IXla-,(i+l)l ] or and 
I~r-~(i)l < la-l(i + 1)1 
or 
sign a-l(i) <p sign 6-1(i + 1). 
By (3) we deduce (6). [] 
We now define monomial and complete symmetric functions, indexed by 
functions from ~_/pZ to the set of partitions (the partition-valued functions), by 
m~=mzo)(X1)...m~(p)(X ) and h~=h~(1)(X1)...h~(p)(XP), where m2(i)(S i) (resp. 
h2(i)(xi)) is the classical monomial (resp. complete) function on the set of variables 
X i. See [16]. 
We say that a signed composition (C, v) is compatible with a partition-valued func- 
tion 2 and we write ~t=2(C,v) if for each i, 2(i) is a reordering of (/31,i,/)2,i . . . .  ,Ok, i) 
(the zeros are omitted). By a straightforward calculation one has the following result: 
Lemma 12. m~(Xl,X z. . . . .  XP)= y~(c,~)=x M(c,v). 
Example. If p = 2, ~(1 ) = (1) and 2(0) = (2, 1 ) then 
= ~ 6x2y+Txy2)+ ~(~x2y+~xy2)+ 
t<x<y x<y 
(x27y + xTy 2) 
x<t<y 
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+ ~ (xZyy+xyy2)+ ~ (x2yT+xy2t) 
x<y x<y<t 
=Mlo  +Mlo  +Ml2  +M11 +M02 +M01 
02 O1 O1 02 10 10 
O1 02 O1 02 
+M02 +M01 +M02 +M01.  
1 1 12 01 02 
10 10 
For any signed composition (C, v), we denote by m(c,v) (resp. h(c,v)) the monomial 
(resp. complete) function mz(c,v) (resp. hz(c,~)). 
Now, we need the .filling order < f on A, according to the order a < b...  on X; 
A = {(a, 1) <f(b,  1) <f . . -  <f  (a,2) <f ' ' "  <f (a,p) <f  (b,p). . .}.  
A p-skew diagram is a skew diagram where each row is composed of p blocks, 
possibly of size zero. If p is a p-skew diagram, ap-semi-standard tableau of shape p 
is an array obtained by replacing the dots of p with elements of A, such that the rows 
weakly increase and the columns strictly increase (from bottom to top) according to 
the filling order, and such that in each row the ith block is filled by letters in X i, for 
each i E ~_/pZ. 
Example. (a,2)(d,3) is a 3-semi-standard tableau for the 3-skew 
(c, 1 )(c, 3)(b, 3) 
(b, 1)(a,2)(a, 2) 
I°1° 
diagram *11 * * 
Remark. For some p-skew diagrams p there is no p-semi-standard tableau of shape p. 
For example, i :} .  * cannot be filled so that the top left letter is greater than the 
bottom left. 
To each signed composition (C, v), one associates a p-rim hook, rh(C, v), (resp. a 
p-horizontal strip, hs(C,v)), by 
- -  the ith row of rh(C, v) and hs(C, v) has ci dots. 
- -  the kth block in the ith row of rh(C, v) and hs(C, v) has vi, k dots. 
- -  the last dot of the ith row is over (resp. over and left) the first one of the (i + 1)th 
row in rh(C, v) (resp. in hs(C, v)). 
Here we enumerate the rows from top to bottom. 






rhCC, v) : "1 • "11" • and hs(C,v) = "1 * "l[ " • 
I ' - ' l l  I - - ' l l  
The evaluation, ev(T), of a p-semi-standard tableau T is the commutative product, 
with multiplicities, of the elements of A appearing in T. 
It is now easy to see that S(c,~)=Sset(c,~) = ~CS(sts(w))=(c,v)ev(w) (resp. h(c,v)) is 
the sum of the evaluations of the p-semi-standard tableaux of shape rh(C, v) (resp. 
hs(C, v)). This shows that S(c,o) is a product of skew Schur functions, so this is the 
characteristic of a representation f Gn (see [16]). 
One can easily deduce t.he following lemma: 
Lemma 13. For any signed composition (C, v) one has 
h~c,~ = ~ S(~,u~. 
(D,u)<<.(c,v) 
Example. If 
(C,v)= (3,1,2), 0 
2 
then set(C,v)= [{3,4}, - -  + +- - ]  (here if m(i)--0 we put a + in the list and if 
m(i)= 1 we put a - ) ,  so 
[S,m]<~set(C,v) ~=~ [S,m] E {[{3,4},- + + - - ] ,  [{4},- - + + - - ]}  
thus 
{ (  ( i  1 ) )  ( (22 2011 } (D,u)<(C,v)  4=~ (D,u) E (3,1,2), 1 ; (4,2), 
0 
so that 
E s(~u) = E ~,~d~f+ E d, cd~f= E ~bcd~f 
(D,u)<.(C,v) a<~b a<.b a<~b 
d<c c<~d c,d 
e<~f e<~f e<~f 
= h2(X)hffX)hl(X)h2(ffS) = h(c,v). 
One has the following lemma, extending Gessel's theorem in [9]. 
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Lemma 14. Let g be an element of A(X °) ®.. .  @ A(X p-1 ). Then 
g= E (g,S(c,v))F(c,v). 
(c,v) 
Proof. The bases (hp)p~ and (mp)pE ~ are  dual, so the bases h~ and m,t are dual 
bases of A(X 1) ®.. .  ® A(X p) and we have 
g = E (g, hp)mp 
P 
= E (g, hp) E M(D,u) by Lemma 12 
P 2(D, u )=p 
= E (g,h(D,u))M(o,u) 
(D,u) 
= ~~ (g, ~ S(c,v))M(D,u) by Lemma l3 
(D,u) (C,v)<~(D,u) 
= E (g,S(c,v))M(D,u) 
(C,v)<~(D,u) 
= E (g,S(c,v)) E M(o,u) 
(C,v) (C,v)<~(D,u) 
= ~ (g, S(c,v))F(c,v) by Lemma 8. [] 
(C,v) 




So we can state the following lemma. 
Lemma 15. I f  l-l E Un>.O Gn and if the quasi-symmetric generating function g of H is 
symmetric in each alphabet X i, then the number of elements of H which have signed 
descent composition (C,v) is (g,S(c,v)). 
Proof. Let the number considered be ~(C,v). Then, by Lemma 14, 
g= E a(c,v)F(c,v)= E (g,S(c,v)}F(c,v) 
(c,v) (c,v) 
and a(C,v)= (g,S(c,v)) since the F(c,v) are linearly independent. [] 
Proof of Theorem 7. Recall that 5(i) = (k, - j )  if a( i )  = (k, j ) .  So we have 
S(c,v) = ~ ev(w) 
CS(sts(w)) = (C, v) 
= ~ ~ ev(w) 
CS((r) = (C, v) sts(w) = ~r 
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= ~ ~ ev(w) 
CS(tr )= (C, v) csts(w) =
= ~ Fcs(e-, / by Lemma 11. 
CS(~)=(C,v) 
But if t7 -1 =f l  then o '=~ -1, because the operation tr~--~# is an involution. Hence, 
S(c,v) is the quasi-symmetric generating function of the elements a in ~n>~O Gn such 
that the signed descent composition of t~ -1 is (C, v). 
Theorem 7 is now a consequence of Lemma 15. [] 
4. Signed permutations with given cycle type and descent set 
In this section we give a formula for the numbers of signed permutations with a 
given signed descent set and which are in a given conjugacy class. Such as in the 
preceding section, this formula is based on a scalar product of representations of Gn. 
Denote by L,e(A) the free Lie algebra on A, i.e., the smallest submodule of C(A), the 
free associative C-algebra on A, containing A and closed under Lie bracket. The Lie 
polynomials are the elements of &a(A). A homogeneous Lie polynomial is an element 
of L#(A) which is a linear combination of words of the same length. Define bar to be 
the algebra endomorphism of C(A) such that bar(a)= (ia if a EX  i. The symmetrized 
product of k elements P1 .. . . .  Pk of C(A) is defined by 
1 
(P~ . . . . .  PK) = ~ ~ P~o)...P~(k). 
~ESk 
If 2 is a partition-valued function on Z/pZ, we define Ux to be the subspace of C(A / 
linearly generated by the elements 
(P01 . . . . .  P0t<~0)), PI~ . . . . .  P(p- lh . . . . .  P(p- 1)~<x~p_l)) ), 
where each PA is a homogeneous Lie polynomial of degree 2s(j) with 2( j )  = ~l ( j ) . . .  
2t(x(j))(j) and bar(Pj,)=~JPjs. The latter condition means that for each monomial 
w=bl  ...bn appearing in PJs, the sum of the signs of the letters bl . . . . .  bn is equal 
to j. 
The space ~¢(A) is invariant under the action of each algebra endomorphism 
of CIA ) sending each letter aEX i (0~<i~<p-1)  onto a linear combination of 
letters of X i. So Ua has the same property and we will be able to apply Theorem 6 
to it. 
A necklace of length n, or a circular word, is an n-gon in an oriented plane whose 
vertices are in A. It can be identified with the subset of A* whose elements are the 
words of length n, constructed by running through the n-gon, starting from each vertice 
(for more information see [15], Section 1.3.). 
A primitive necklace is a necklace of length n such that the associated set has exactly 
n elements. 
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The evaluation of a necklace is the monomial composed of the letters of the necklace 
considered as commutative variables. The evaluation (resp.length) of a multi-set of 
necklaces i  the product (resp.sum) of the evaluations (resp.lengths) of its components, 
with multiplicities. 
If L is a set of multi-sets of necklaces, the 9eneratin9 function of L is the sum of 
the evaluations of the elements of L. 
The sign of a necklace is the sum, with multiplicities, of the signs of the letters in 
the necklace. If 2 is a partition valued-function on Z/pZ such that 2( j)  = lnl(J)2n2(J)... 
for 0 ~<j ~< p-  1, one has the following result. 
Theorem 16. The 9eneratin9 function T~ of U~ n C(A)n, is equal to each of the 
following function: 
(i) the 9eneratin# function PNa of the multi-sets of primitive necklaces, with ni(j) 
necklaces of length i and sign j, for 0 <~ j <~ p - 1. 
(ii) the quasisymmetric 9enerating function of the signed permutations of cycle type 2. 
(iii) the characteristic of the representation of Gn on the multilinear part of Ua. 
The 9enerat&9 function of Ux, T~ = ~--~d<=ll~ll dim(E, n U~)I-IbcA b ~ is symmetric in 
each set of variables X i, because of the invariance of U2 under the exchange of letters 
of X i. Theorem 6 shows that T2 is the characteristic of a certain character Zx, and we 
have the following theorem, extending result of Gessel and Reutenauer [10]. 
Theorem 17. The number of elements o in Gn, of cycle type 2 and with signed descent 
set [&m] is (Z.~,Z[s,m]). 
Proof. This is clear from Lemma 15 and Theorem 16. [] 
Proof of Theorem 16. First, a Lyndon word in A* is a nonempty word which is 
smaller than all its proper right factors for the dictionary order. The evaluation of 
a multi-set of Lyndon words is the product of the evaluations of each word in the 
multi-set. 
We can now recall the following result (see, e.g., [22, p. 166]). 
There are evaluation-preserving bijections between the three following sets: 
(i) the set of words of length n in A*; 
(ii) the set of multi-sets of length n of Lyndon words in A*; 
(iii) the set of multi-sets of length n of primitive necklaces. 
We use the bijection between (i) and (iii) given by Gessel and Reutenauer [10]. 
It uses the standard permutation st(w) of w =bl...bn, where st(w) is an element 
of Sn. This is the permutation such that st(w)(i)=lsts(w)(i)l=lcsts(w)(i)l for
iE{1 .. . . .  n}. 
In the proof of the preceding result, Gessel and Reutenauer show that one has a 
bijection between words which have standard permutation of cycle type # and multi- 
sets of primitive necklaces with mi necklaces of length i (#= lm~2m2...). 
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Let w = b l . . .  bn; to each cycle (i~ . . . . .  ik) of st(w) corresponds a primitive necklace 
{bi~bi2 ...bik,bi2 ...bikbi~ .... }. So that sts(w) has some cycles of the form 
il " " " ik -- 1 ik "~ 
(i2, gil ) " '"  ( i k ,~ i~_ l )  ( i l ,  gik) ) ' 
where el; = sign(bij ). 
We say that the sign of this cycle is j = el, + "" • + elk, so if a is the cycle type of 
sts(w), this cycle counts for one part of length k in a(j). 
We suppose, until the end of this proof, that 2( j ) - -  lnl(J)2 nz(j) . . . .  for 0 ~ j  ~< p-  1. 
The sign of the necklace {bil hi2 ... bik, bi2.. ,  bik hi, . . . .  } is, by definition, sign(b/, )+ . . .  + 
sign(bik ) =/3il -~ ....q-/3ik =j .  
So, we have a bijection between words on A, which have standard signed permutation 
of cycle type 2, and multi-sets of primitive necklaces with ni ( j )  necklaces of sign j 
and length i. 
Then PNa, the generating function for multi-sets of primitive necklaces with ni ( j )  
necklaces of length i and sign j, is 
PN,~ = ~ ev(w) (9) 
et(sts(w))=2 
(recall that ct(~) is the cycle type of a signed permutation ~). 
There also exists a natural and evaluation preserving bijection, pw, between primitive 
necklaces and Lyndon words. We call the sign of a word, the sum of the signs of its 
letters, with multiplicities. If h = pw(p), where h is a Lyndon word and p is primitive 
necklace, then the signs and the lengths of h and p are equal because pw preserves 
the evaluation. 
If we take a total order ~< on the set of Lyndon words on A, we then have 
PN2 = ~ eV(hl ) . . .  ev(hk) = ~ eV(hl ... hk), (10) 
where the ht are Lyndon words such that there is hi ( j )  hi of length i and sign j and 
hi <~h2... <~hk. 
It is well known that Lyndon words index a basis {Ph [h is a Lyndon word} of the 
free Lie algebra on A, and that the polynomial Ph is finely homogeneous of the same 
partial degree as h in each letter. 
The generating function of Uz is then 
T~= ~ eV(hl ...hk) (11) 
hi <~ "" <~hk 
where the number of hi of length i and sign j equals ni( j ) .  
By Eqs. (10) and (11), we have the first claim of Theorem 16 (PNa= T~). 
We also have, by relations (9)-(11), 
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T,t= ~ ~ ev(w). (12) 
ct(a)=2 sts(w)=a 
We now need the following result 
Lemma 18. I f  ct(a)=2 then ct (~)=ct (a - l )=2 - where 2 - ( j )=A( - j )  for j E Z/pZ. 
Proof. If 
i l  " ' "  
(i2, gi,) "'" 
is a cycle of a then 
i l  " ' "  




ik-l ik ) 
(ik,~ik_l) (il,Sik) 
ik- 1 ik 
(ik.--eik_,) (il,--eik) J 
ik • ." il 1 
(ik, - e;k ) J (ik--2,--~ik_z) "'" 
are the corresponding cycles of 6 and a -1, respectively; so to each cycle of length k 
and sign j of a correspond cycles of length k and sign - j  of ff and a -1. [] 
From Eq. (12) and Lemma 18, one has 
/'~= ~ ~ ev(w). 
et(tr)=2- csts(w)=a 
By Lemma 11 and Lemma 18 again, 
ra= ~ Fcs(~-,) = ~ Fcs(.) 
et(tr)=2- ct(a)=2 
and we have the second assertion of Theorem 16. 
Theorem 6 implies immediately the third part of Theorem 16. [] 
5. Application to the hyperoctahedral groups 
The hyperoctahedral groups are the groups obtained when p = 2. As usual, these 
groups shall be denoted by Bn. The group Bn, as a Coxeter group embedded in 
S{-n,...,-l,o,1,...,~}, is generated by {r0, rl . . . . .  rn-1} where r0 = (1 , -1 )  and ri = (i, i + 1 ) 
( - i , - i -  1) for every 1 <~i~n-  1. 
From this presentation, one has a natural notion of descent set; this notion has been 
defined by Solomon (see [23]), so we shall say that the Solomon descent set of a EB~ 
is the set 
des(a) = {i I 0 ~< i ~< n - 1, a(i) > a(i + 1 )}. 
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According to the terminology of Foata and Schiitzenberger [7], the Solomon descent 
set of a -1 will be called the idown set of a. 
Let I. be the set {0 . . . . .  n -  1}; if KC_I. we denote by WK the subgroup of Bn 
generated by the rk, k E K. 
In the group algebra Q[B.] of B. over Q, we define, for all K C_ In, the two idem- 
potents 
1 
CK-- IWK[ Z W, (13) 
w fi WK 
1 
qK = IWKI ~ e(w)w, (14) 
w6 Wr 
where e is the character of Bn such that e( r i )=- I  for i6In. IfKC_I., let ~kK (resp. 
~bK) be the character afforded by the left ideal ~[B.]~Kr/I.\K (resp. Q[Bn]~K). The 
following proposition is due to Solomon [23]. 
Proposition 19. I f  K is a subset of I, we have: 
(i) For all g 6 B., ~tr(g) = e(g)l]O.\K(g). 
(ii) The number of signed permutations having descent set K is equal to the dimen- 
sion of ~Iln\K. 
(iii) The character C~K is the character of G induced by the trivial character of WK. 
( iv)  ~/K = EKCJC I . ( - -1 ) [ J \K [ f~K . 
We prove the next result, which extends to the case of the hyperoctahedral group 
the result of Gessel [9]. 
Theorem 20. Let K be a subset of I, and H C Bn. Let g be the quasi-symmetric 
series of 1I. I f  g is symmetric then the number of elements of 11 having descent 
set K is 
@~(ch(~t,, ,,r)), g>. 
The proof of this result is based on several emmas and definitions. 
For any group G, any subgroup H of G and any character ~O of H, we denote by 
~kT~ the character of G induced by ~b. For any group G, lc denotes the trivial character 
of G. We will also write 11"~ for 1sTY. This should cause no confusion. 
For any g EBn, we denote the cycle type ct(g) of 9 by a pair of partitions (2(g),#(g)) 
where 2(g)= ct(g)(0) and #(g)= ct(g)(1). We shall also write X and 3? instead o fX  ° 
and X 1, respectively; A is then the union of X and 3(. 
Lenuna 21. For any integer n one has: 
(i) ch(1B.) = h.(X), 
(ii) ch(1 Tg~) = hn(A). 
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Proof. (i) The only primitive root of 1 of order 2 is -1, so we have 




(pz, (X) + p2, (2)) . . .  (p,, (X) - p~,, (X))... 
Observe that the number of elements of Bn of cycle type (2, #) is 
n!2n2-t(,~)2-t(u) 
Z2Z~ 
where for any partition z= ln~2n2.., one has z~ = I ' I i~>l inini! (see [13, p. 47]). 
Thus 
ch(1B.)= E (p~,(X) + p~,(2) ) . . . (p~, , (X) -  pu,()?))... 
i.q+l~l= n z~z~, 2l('~)2t(~) 
= Y~. ~ (P~'(X)+ P~' (2 ) ) ' " (Pu l (X) -  Pu'(f())"" 
Izl=n 2ug=z 
zzz~2t(~)2t(~) 
By considering corresponding parts in 2 and # one obtains 
ni 1 
ch(1B.) = E H E 2n, in, k!(n i _ k)! (p~(X) + pi(2))k(p~(X) -- pi(X)) n`-k 
M=n i~>l k=0 
=Ez~- lp¢(X)=hn(X)  (see [16, p. 17]). 
zl--n 
(ii) This proof is essentially the same as that of (i); it is based on the fact that for 
any 9 E Bn one has 
{ 1TB~(g)=O if #(g)~O, 
1TsB~(g)=2 l(¢t(g)) if #(g)=O. [] 
We shall denote by/£ the set (ln\K)\{O}. We define the composition C(K) of K 
by C(K)=(cl  . . . . .  ci) i f /~= {Cl,Cl +c2 . . . . .  cl + ... +ci-1} and cl + . . .  +c i=n.  
The following lemma expresses the ~bK and the ~K in terms of the Z[T,m]. 
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Lemma 22. Let K and J be subsets of In, Hence 
~K = 
KCLCIn\{O} m : [n¿ ---* {0,1} 
E E zEz,~ 





Z Z[j, m] 
m:[n] ~ {0,1} 
m(1)=0 
E ZtJ, m] 




Proof. Let K C_ In. 
I f  Of[K, WK = Sc I xSc2x  "•" XSc i  where C(K) = (c  1 . . . . .  ci) , then ~bK=l 
21 × xsc'T~" T~=IT~; ,×. . .xso ,= IT  --- , so ,×. . .×&" 
Thus q~K = 1T2: . . . . .  1TsB~ , so by Lemma 21 (ii) we have 
ch(~K) = hc,(A).., h~(A). 







where in each row the bar can move from left to right• 
We then have 
ch(~K) = ~ h(C(K),v) 
/) 
= ~ ~ S[g, ml by Lemma 13 
JC /~ m : [n] --~ {0,1} 
= E E StZ, ml- 
KCLCI\{O} m: [n] --+ {0,1} 
I f  0 EK,  one has WK = Be1 × Sc2 x . . .  x Sci, and a similar argument shows that 
ch(qSK) = hc~ (X)hc2(A)... hci(A). 
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Then ch(~br) is the sum of evaluations of all the 2-semi-standard tableaux of shapes 
Cl 
J o . . .o  C2 
•° . . I . . .Q  
°o. Ci 
• . . . I . . . •  
where in each row but the first, the bar can move from left to right. 
So we have 
ch(q~/c)= ~ ~ S[£,m ]. 
KCLCI  m: In] ---* {0,1} 
m(l)=O 
The equations for ¢/¢ are deduced from the formula ~b/¢ = ~-'~r c s c I ~/J' due to Solomon 
[23], and by straightforward calculation. [] 
We define, for any alphabet Y, the isometric automorphism coof A(Y) by 
co(s~(r)) =s~,(Y), 
where 2' means the conjugate partition of 2, (see [16]). Let 090 and col be the isometric 
automorphisms of A(X) ® A(X) defined by 
coo(s~(X) ® s.(2)  ) = co(s~(X) ) ® s.(2), 
col(S2(s) @ s#(~]()) = s2(x) @ CO(S/z(Av)). 
(15) 
(16) 
We shall denote by co~ and co~ the correspondant automorphisms of the algebra of 
characters on Bn. 
Let a be an element of Bn having Solomon descent set K and signed descent set 
[S, m]. The following link between K and [S, m] holds: 
• iEKC=~(iES and m(i)=O or m(i+ 1)=0)  or 
(if~S and m(i)= 1 and m(i+ 1)=1)  (17) 
• 0EK ¢~ m(1)= 1. 
In fact, one has -n  < - (n -  1 ) < .-. < - 1 < 1 < ...  <n, and the order used to define the 
signed descent set is (1 ,1 )<r (2 ,1 )<r - "  <r(n,  1 )<r (1 ,0 )<r""  <r(n,  0). We then 
have to reverse the order on negative lements. This exchange rises and descents in 
the negative segments. 
Moreover, the equivalence in (17) shows that if tr has signed descent set [S,m] 
then tr has Solomon descent set K. We shall denote by Sig(K) the set of signed 
sets [S,m] which verify (17) for K. The following lemma comes from the fact that 
applying col to SIT, m] corresponds to reversing the order on the negative lements, i.e., to 
exchanging rises and descents in negative segments. So that one has S[K,m] = col(S[s,m]) 
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for [S, m] E Sig(K) (if necessary, we remove 0 from K). Lemma 22 allows us to 
conclude. 
Lemma 23. For all K C In one has 
cOl(ch(~k/.\K)) = ~ Sis, m]. 
IS, m] E Sig(K) 
Proof of Theorem 20. Theorem 15 and the equivalence in (17) show that the number 
of elements of H having Solomon descent set K is equal to 
[T,m]ESig(K) 
where # is the quasi-symmetric generating series of H. 
But Lemma 23 claims that 
oga(ch(~l.\K)) = ~ Sis, m]. 
[S,m]ESig(K) 
The number of elements o f / /hav ing  Solomon descent set K is then 
(g, (.01 (ch(I//l. \K )) ) • []  
We can now prove the two following corollaries which extend Theorem 2.1 of [10] 
and Theorem 5 of [9] to the case of hyperoctahedral groups. 
Corollary 24. The number of sioned permutations havino cycle type (2,~u) and 
Solomon descent set K C_ In is 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the fact that co~ is an isometric involution 
of R and of Theorems 17 and 20. [] 
Corollary 25. Let K and J be subsets of In. Then the number of elements of Bn 
havin9 descent set K and idown set J is 
= (¢,K, 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 7 shows that the quasi-symmetric generating series of 
the elements a of Bn such that (6) -1 has signed descent set [T, f ]  is Sir, f]. But in our 
case, one has ~ = a. So Sir, f] is the quasi-symmetric generating series of the elements 
a of Bn such that a -1 has signed descent set [T,f]. The quasi-symmetric generating 
series of the elements of Bn whose inverse has Solomon descent set K is then 
Sis, m]. 
[S,m]ESig(K) 
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Theorem 20 and Lemma 23 achieve the proof of the corollary. 
For the right-hand side, we use the equality e(g)~g(g)= ~kl,\K(g) (Proposition 19 
(i)), and the fact that e(9)e(g -1) = 1. [] 
6. Alternating signed permutations and trigonometric symmetric functions 
A risin9 alternatin9 (resp. falling alternating) signed permutation a is a signed 
permutation having descent set K n = {1,3 .... } CIn (resp. K f = {0,2 ... .  } C/n). 
Example. The signed permutation a = 3 1 4 6 7 2 5 is a rising alternating element of B7 
and a = T 4 3 7 6 2 5 is a falling alternating element of BT. 
Let bn denotes the number of rising alternating signed permutations in Bn. If one 
takes b0 = 1, one then has, see [25, p. 35], 
bn tn s inx+cosx 
Z n! -- cos2x 
(18) 
n~>0 
For any set of variables Y, we define, according to D6sarm6nien [4], the symmetric 
cosine and sine by 
COSy(t)= ~ (-1)nh2n(Y)t 2n, (19) 
n~>0 
S1Ny(t) = ~ ( -  1 )nh2n+l (Y)t 2n+l, (20) 
n>~0 
where hn(Y) is the complete symmetric function on X. 
We then have the following theorem, which extends [4, Proposition 4.2] and gives 
symmetric analogs to Eq. (18). 
Theorem 26. I f  Hx(t) = Y~r>.ohr(X)t r, then one has the four relations 
nr(t  ) Z ch(iPK~n+,)t2n+ 1 . . S IN~-(t)  = = Hs( l t )Hx( - l t )~ ,  
n>>.o 
B f  (t) = E ch(~Kf+, )t2n+l -- S INx( t )  
n~>0 COSA( t ) '  
B~(t) = 1 + Z ch(~x~. )t2n -- COSx( t )  
,~  COS~(t)' 
B;(t) 1 + Z ch(~kg~ )t2n ' . COS)?(t) = = Hx(lt)Hx(- l t )  ~ .  
n>~l 
The following lemma gives some results on trigonometric symmetric functions; these 
formulae give some symmetric analogs to classical formulae on trigonometric functions. 
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